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Đề thi giữa học kì 1 lớp 10 môn Anh năm 2021 - Đề số 1 

I. READING: 

1. Read the passage below and choose one correct answer for each question. 

According to many experts, violence carried out by the victim’s family members is the 

most common kind of violence against females. It is called domestic violence. A new 

report says domestic violence is one of the worst kinds of human rights violations. Such 

action affects the emotional and physical health of victims. Domestic violence also can be 

psychological. Victims of repeated psychological violence say emotional torture and 

living in fear are worse than physical mistreatment. Domestic violence happens because 

of sex discrimination. Males are considered more important in parts of South Asia, North 

Africa, the Middle East, and China. In some countries, women are considered the 

property of men. Several men feel that they have the right to punish women in their 

family. Domestic violence also includes preventing women from getting education or 

medical care. The people who carry out domestic violence should be punished strictly for 

their acts. 

1. Domestic violence is _________. 

A. one that is carried out by the victim’s family members against females 

B. one that happens between criminals 

C. physical punishment at schools 

D. physical punishment for naughty boys 

2. Domestic violence affects __________. 

A. the victim’s social position 

B. the victim’s emotional and physical health 

C. the victim’s friendship 

D. the victim’s education 

3. Domestic violence happens because of _________. 

A. sex discrimination                B. race discrimination 

C. pollution                               D. financial difficulty 
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4. According to victims of psychological violence, ____________. 

A. physical mistreatment is worse than emotional torture and living fear 

B. psychological violence is not a big problem 

C. emotional torture and living in fear are worse than physical mistreatment 

D. emotional torture is worse than living in fear 

5. In some countries, _______________. 

A. men are considered as more important than women 

B. women are considered men’s property 

C. men feel they have the right to punish women in their family 

D. all are correct 

2. Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits 

each of the numbered blanks: 

Like many families in Vietnam, my family has some rules. For one thing, all members 

have to (6)________ the households chores. For instance, my mother usually does the 

shopping and cooks while my father (7)________ the laundry. My brother (8)______ the 

floor and I have to wash the dishes. Another rule is that we always have dinner together. 

Moreover, whenever my brother and I (9)________ out with our friends, we are not 

allowed to come home later than 9.30 p.m. If we don’t follow these rules, we will 

(10)______. 

6. A. take          B. make        C. find        D. share 

7. A. does     B. did        C. washed          D. wash 

8. A. is cleaning       B. cleans       C. doing         D. does 

9. A. make        B. see         C. go       D. take 

10. A. punishing        B. punish     C. be punished      D. be punishing 

II. PHONICS: 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
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11. A. crazy        B. cream         C. crown         D. decide 

12. A. psychologist      B.duty        C. laundry         D. grocery 

13. A. lunch         B. truth         C. much         D. cup 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three 

in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

14. A.household     B. ailment    C. inspire        D. compound 

15. A.breadwinner      B. allergy        C. digestive       D. benefit 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: 

16. In my family, we______ the chores equally. 

A. have         B. make       C. split         D. help 

17. It is equal to share the household ______ in a family. Husbands should help wives 

with housework. 

A. homework                 B. chores 

C. appliances                 D. meals 

18. A letter ________ by my mother now. 

A. is writing           B. is being written 

C. writes                D. is written 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correcting 

19. Look (A) at the clouds (B). It will rain (C). 

20. 17 muscles (A) are use (B) when we smile (C) or frown (D). 

21. The wedding party _______ held at the Rex Hotel now. 

A. is                           B. is being 

C. will be                   D. is going to be 

22. The man got out of the car, _________round to the back and opened the boot. 
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A. walking         B. walked       C. walks         D. walk 

23. The train ______ half an hour ago. 

A. has been leaving                         B. left 

C. has left                                        D. had left 

24. Christopher Columbus _________ American more than 500 years ago. 

A. discovered                        B. has discovered 

C. had discovered                 D. had been discovering 

25. The heart and blood vessels are parts of the ________ system. 

A. certain                     B. circle 

C. circulatory               D. circumstances 

IV. WRITING: 

1. Put the words/ phrases in the correct order to have correct sentences. 

26. a. say that sleep          b. the brain 

      c. People often           d. is good for 

A. c-a-d-b           B. c-a-b-d 

C. a-c-d-b           D. c-d-a-b 

27. a. organ in the body          b. which cleans 

      c. up the blood                  d. Liver is a large 

A. d-a-b-c                B. d-a-c-b 

C. a-d-b-c                D. c-d-a-b 

2. Change these sentences from active into passive: 

28. Fire has destroyed the house. 

>The house………………………………………………………………….. 
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29. He allows his daughter to buy a new laptop. 

> His daughter………………………………………………………………… 

30. We must finish our housework before our parents go home. 

> Our homework……………………………………………………………… 

Đáp án đề kiểm tra giữa kì 1 lớp 10 môn Anh 2021 (Đề số 1) 

I. READING: 

 1-A     2-B    3-A    4-C    5-D    6-D     7-A     8-B      9-C    10-C 

II. PHONICS: 

11-D   12-A   13-B   14-C  15-C 

III. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: 

16-C   17-B    18-D   19-C   20-B    21-C   22-B    23-B    24-A    25-C 

IV. WRITING: 

26-A         27-A 

28. The house has been destroyed by fire 

29. His daughter is allowed to buy a new laptop 

30. Our homework must be finished before our parents go home. 

Đề thi Tiếng Anh giữa kì 1 lớp 10 năm 2021 - Đề số 2 

I. Pronunciation 

1. Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. A. breadwinner         B. heavy                   C. break              D. bread 

2. A. skeleton               B. nerve                   C. preparation      D. intestine 

3.A. fortunate               B. considerate          C. nominate         D. passionate 
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4.A. movement            B. president              C. extent               D. instrument 

2. Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that differs from the other 

three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

5. A. alternative       B. acupuncture        C. culturally          D. dictionary 

6. A. stimulate         B. evidence             C. pyramid            D. digestive 

7.A. advantage       B. minority              C. cooperate          D. education 

8.A. effective          B. difficult               C. mountainous      D. organize 

II. Vocabulary and grammar 

1. Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

9. In my family, we ______ the chores equally. 

A. have                     B. make                   C. split                         D. help 

10. My mother ______ responsibility for doing the housework. 

A. holds                    B. takes                    C. runs                        D. makes 

11. A ______ is a person who manages the home and often raises children instead of 

earning money from a job. 

A. homemaker              B. teacher                   C. breadwinner           D. worker 

12. ______ is the controller of the body. Led by the brain and nerves, it allows us to 

move, talk and feel emotions. 

A. Circulatory system            B. Digestive system               

C. Nervous system                 D. Skeletal system 

13. This house ______ in 1990. 

A. built               B. was built               C. is built               D. was building 

14. In Singapore today, people tend to live in ______ families which consist of parents 

and children. 
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A. extended              B. sole                    C. crowded                D. nuclear 

15. Every day I ______ up at 6 o'clock, ______ breakfast at 6. 30 and ______ for work at 

7. 30. 

A. get / eat / leave                                B. have got / eating / leaving 

C. got / ate / left                                   D. will get / have eaten / left 

16. It is equal to share the household ______ in a family. Husbands should help wives 

with housework. 

A. homework           B. chores                 C. appliances        D. meals 

17. In my family, every member ______ to the household duties. 

A. splits                   B. contributes          C. prepares          D. creates 

18. Women tend to ______ longer than men. They are likely to have longer life _______. 

A. live/ expectation                            B. living/ expectation 

C. live/ expectancy                             D. living/ expectancy 

19. ______ psychologists, most people don't realize the enormous benefits that come to a 

family when a 

husband and children share the housework. 

A. On behalf of       B. Thanks to          C. Apart from        D. According to 

20. The exercise is very difficult, ______ none of us can do it. 

A. and                   B. but                   C. so                     D. because 

2. Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correcting. 

21. Look (A)at those black (B)clouds! It (C)is going to (D)raining. 

22. Acupuncture is (A)one of the (B)oldest medical (C)treatment(D)in the world. 

23. Her fans admit (A)that her (B)voice is beautiful, (C)and her (D)performance is not 

good. 
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24. (A)A tablet PC (B)is used for surfing the web, sending emails, making phone 

(C)calls, and (D)listen to music. 

25. It (A)takes them two (B)hours(C)travelling to Hanoi (D)by car. 

III. Reading 

1. Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits 

each of the numbered blanks. 

Taylor Swift is a country music star. She was born on December 13, 1989. She was born 

in Pennsylvania, USA. She is a singer and a (26) ______. Her music is a mix (27) _____ 

country music and pop. She started playing the guitar when she was 10 years old. She 

writes songs and sings. When she was 11 years old, she (28) ______ to Nashville. In 

2006, at the age of 16, she (29) _____ her first album. Fans love her music and her (30) 

______ too. She is a fantastic musician and she is very beautiful and intelligent too. 

Taylor Swift is fantastic! 

26.A. music          B. composer               C. musical                 D. compose 

27.A. of                B. in                           C. for                       D. with 

28.A. moves          B. have moved           C. moved                  D. was moving 

29.A. released        B. discharged            C. escaped                D. throw away 

30.A. person           B. personal               C. personalize           D. personality 

2. Read the passage below and choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct 

answer to each question. 

All creatures need to eat something in order to survive. Fortunately, different species of 

animals have different things that they eat as food. No matter what a creature eats, the 

food must have enough calories in it to maintain life. Calories, or the energy stored in the 

food, provide the fuel animals, including humans, need in order to live and move about in 

the world. Any creature that does not consume enough food, or in other words enough 

calories, will starve and die. 

The term calorie has a scientific meaning. Calorie is a measure of an amount of energy 

just like pound is a measure of weight. A calorie is officially defined as the amount of 

energy it takes to raise the temperature of 1 gram of water by 1 degree Celsius, which is 

1. 8 degrees Fahrenheit. The term "calorie" and "Calorie" with a capital C have two 

different meanings to scientists. The term Calorie (with a capital C) means one 

kilocalorie, the amount of energy required to raise the temperature of one kilogram of 

water by one degree Celsius. A kilogram is the same as 1,000 grams and a kilocalorie is 
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1,000 calories. Food calories are always measured as Calories but average people don't 

care much about the difference and just use the word calories. 

Food is composed of proteins, fats and carbohydrates. Nutritionists know that a gram of 

protein contains 4 Calories, a gram of fat has 9 Calories, and a gram of carbohydrate has 

4 Calories. 

All food contain calories. When we eat something it provides energy for our bodies to use 

when we are active. We even need energy or calories while we are sleeping because, for 

example, our bodies are still breathing, our heart is pumping, and we continue to digest 

the food in our stomachs. If a person eats more food and more calories than is used up by 

activity, the body stores the excess calories in case it might need it later when food might 

not be available. So a person gains weight due to the extra food and calories. Similarity, 

if a person consumes fewer calories than are used every day over several weeks and is 

more active, that person will lose weight. 

31. Calorie is a measure of _______. 

A. weight        B. distance      C. energy        D. volume 

32. Animals that do not consume enough calories over a long time ______. 

A. can lose weight                  B. can starve 

C. can maintain life                 D. can have a healthy life 

33. Humans use calories when _______. 

A. running                   B. studying 

C. sleeping                  D. A, B, and C are correct 

34. People gain weight from _______. 

A. eating more food and calories than they use up 

B. eating fewer food and calories than they use up 

C. eating a lot of fat food 

D. eating a lot of food and calories when they are active 

35. All the following statements are true EXCEPT ______. 
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A. Eating foods that contains lots of fat cause a person to gain weight faster than eating 

protein 

B. People normally pay less attention to the difference between “calorie” and “Calorie” 

C. People who are more active, like playing sports or exercising, eat fewer calories 

D. People still consume energy while they are sleeping. 

IV. Writing 

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means the same as the 

original sentence. 

36. We don't clean our rooms. 

=> Our rooms ____________________________________________ 

37. He gave her a watch on her birthday. 

=> She _________________________________________________ 

38. The nervous system controls all actions and feelings of the body. 

=> All actions ___________________________________________ 

39. I need to repair the roof. 

=> The roof needs ________________________________________ 

40. He is likely to arrive late again. 

=> He will ______________________________________________ 

Đáp án đề kiểm tra giữa kì 1 Tiếng Anh lớp 10 2021 (Đề số 2) 

1-C   2-B   3-C   4-C   5-A   6-D   7-D   8-A   9-C 

10-B  11-A  12-C  13-B  14-D  15-A  16-B  17-B  18-C 

19-D  20-C  21-C  22-C  23-C  24-D  25-C  26-B  27-A 

28-C  29-A  30-B  31-C  32-B  33-D  34-A  35-C 

Question 36. aren’t cleaned 
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Question 37. was given a watch on her birthday. 

Question 38. and feelings of the body are controlled by the nervous system. 

Question 39. repairing/ to be repaired 

Question 40. arrive late again 
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